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About This Game

Once upon a time The Earth was green and beautiful. It was entrusted to humans to use it wisely together with all living things.

Over time humans developed advanced technology using up the Earth’s natural resources. Humans lost their connection with the
Earth. Caring only for their selfish interests, they didn’t notice the injuries that they had inflicted upon the Earth.

Climate change became the Earth’s scream for help. But nobody heard. Nobody until the cries become so strong that they woke
up Ziro, the youngest member of the ancient order of Snowmen Earth guardians.

Ziro will take you on a journey of puzzle solving. You will be able to learn how you can reconnect and help Mother Earth.

Ziro is innovative puzzle game offering incredible game-play in various levels of difficulty. You can relax and enjoy, or try to
solve a serious puzzle that will prove to be a true challenge even for the experienced puzzle solver.

So, Warm Up The Brain and Cool Down The Earth!

Key features:

Puzzle game featuring over 300 mind-cracking levels that will take player all around world in noble quest of fighting
global warming
Full 3D graphics powered by Ultra Engine technology that provides stunning graphics and visual effects rarely seen in
casual games
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A wide variety of puzzle elements that will heat up even the most prepared brains
Relax tension of problem solving and boost up your mood with 40 minutes of funky music
3 different game modes: Quest, Skill and Practice – a challenge for everyone’s taste
36 Steam Achievements
Each level Leaderboard, including total Leaderboards for each game mode
Enjoy the trip around the world through beautiful environments that are unique and characteristic for each part of the
globe
Learn the most important facts about global warming through fun and excitement
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Title: Ziro
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Kokakiki
Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital
Release Date: 28 May, 2010
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Nice story worth 15 min.
GJ. Solid little rogue-like platformer. Feels like a 2D Dark Souls.. Cool Game But the only thing that annoy me is how many
♥♥♥♥ing levels are there im at stage 30 and when is it gonna end XD but overall i love the game so imma keep playing 6/10
would recommened.. Really really boring.. Wonderful, addictive game with a well-considered design and delightful look.. Chill
game for one playthrough on easy, worth the 8 bux. :)
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The finale to a great game. A little bit of Aliens movie and the packet is sealed. If you played the previous two definitely grab
this one too!. Paid as much as I would for a decent cheese burger and it was a fun game to play for a few hours. Not terribly
long, moderate replay value, and like Rogue Legacy, you spawn as a new hero with new abilities, but I didn't die enough to fully
enjoy that mechanic.

7.5\/10 would play a game simular.. Finally. A light-hearted RPG Maker game of some quality. The girls' character designs are
all great, the dialogue is short and to the point, the story is goofy but not tedious. There are lots of unlockables and a constant
flow of treasures and abilities to unlock from each of the girls who resemble a variety of typical classes like Fighter or Mage.

It's the frivolous, high-paced Dragon Quest knockoff you've been waiting for. Recommended to fans of Half-Minute Hero or
Azure Dreams.

The only caveat: this game is anti-grind, like Half-Minute Hero. You do a lot of running at high speeds and slaughtering parties
of enemies at high speeds. The game makes fairly thin pretense at gameplay. That's why the steady stream of party member
discoveries and unlockables is good, for feeding the frenzy. You're basically bingeing on cute unlockables.. Excellent and wide
ranging look at variety of indie devs and their stories.. Bloody Walls is not a bad way to spend half an hour, but it is not much
more than that and feels more like a demo than an actual game. It is a good thing it is free because there is simply not enough
content or depth here to keep anyone occupied for long, but I can definitely see this being turned into something real with the
addition of a story, more locations, more weapons, and more enemies to kill. In its current state, however, I would recommend
the free content only and to steer clear of the paid DLC.. For $2 I got the♥♥♥♥♥♥scared out of me for 1 hour. If you like
small Indie Horror games get this.. It's short, but 100% my aesthetic. I really enjoyed it and would've loved a longer version.
Essentially a really atmospheric horror walking sim, though, so if you're not into that you may not enjoy it.. Fun little game. I
wish it had faster turning. Seems right for the price.
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